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Tūpuna Maunga Authority 

Attn: Anna M
c
Elrea  

 

 

Tēnā koe Anna 

 

 
Re: Removal of Macrocarpa and Oak Tree - Maungakiekie by 

Treesafe 
 

 

 I have reviewed the methods by proposed by Treesafe and what effects they may 

have on archaeological and heritage matters.  These are discussed for both locations 

and removal methods below. 

 

 

Remove leaning Oak: 

 

I am of the opinion that there are no obvious surface archaeological features where 

Treesafe intend to set up their area of operations and that the Oak tree in question has 

no or at best very low historic value, the value being that a number of Oak trees have 

been planted within the overall One Tree Hill/Cornwall Park, often in alignments 

creating a Victorian style English Park environment.  However regardless of this an 

oak tree that is leaning over in such a fashion and is likely to fail soon would not fit in 

with the orderly structures of the Victorian English Park and therefore as minimal if 

any historic heritage value. 

 

Were as there is no obvious surface archaeological evidence, it is probable, if not at 

the site of operations itself, that subsurface evidence relating to Maori gardens exists 

in the immediate vicinity.  I have reviewed the methods proposed by Treesafe and am 

convinced that they are appropriate to protect any subsurface archaeology that may 

exist in this area provided that they are only conducted when the ground conditions 

are dry, and access is limited to wheeled or rubber tracked machinery only.  

 

 

Macrocarpa 

 

At the Macrocarpa there is archaeological evidence of the stone wall at its base.  

Inspection of the wall found that it has been created by the drystone method, a feature 

that is typical of pre-1900 stone walls.  It appears that at a later date that capping 

stones have been added and cemented along the top.  Although I cannot prove that the 

wall is pre-1900 in all likelihood it is for the following reasons, and therefore qualifies 

as an archaeological site; 

 

 The drystone method of construction 
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 I have examined historic plans for the Maungakiekie/One Tree Hill area and 

found that stone walls were present within what is now the Reserve area prior 

to 1900 

 It shows clearly on the 1940s aerial photograph, as do the line of Macrocarpas 

immediately adjacent.  On this aerial the trees appear to be quite large 

suggesting they are of some age already in 1940.  It is more than likely that the 

stone wall was constructed prior to the trees being planted, European farming 

systems often gathered up the stones to build walls, at the same time creating 

“stoneless” areas suitable for ploughing and other agricultural activities and 

boundaries to keep stock in.  This was usually undertaken as one of the first 

activities by land owners preparing the land for farming.  

 It was a practice which also often predates the availability of barbed wire 

which first became available in New Zealand in 1879, there would have been a 

period of barbed wire becoming accepted and available rather than a sudden 

change. 

 

Note these conclusions are based on a brief field assessment and a brief archival 

search.  I have not looked at any archaeological or historical reports/publications that 

may confirm this conclusion; however I do not believe that this project requires that 

level of assessment provided appropriate steps are taken to protect the stone wall and 

other possible subsurface archaeological evidence. 

 

The macrocarpa tree can also be said to have historic values, it is one of a number 

planted along a paddock fenceline, a feature that was once common in New Zealand 

agricultural practice and is very rare for any to be still found within suburban 

Auckland, in this case within its original setting of a working farm.  The historic value 

of the tree however is not high enough to compensate for the fact that it is creating 

damage to the older drystone walling (refer Plate 1) by growing into it and applying 

pushing pressure that will eventually lead to a collapse.  The macrocarpa should be 

removed to protect the higher historic values of the wall. 
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Plate 1.  The base of the Macrocarpa immediately adjacent to  and applying 

pressure at the base of the stone wall, note the drystone construction except 

where cement is used to attach the capping stones. 

 

 

Remove Macrocarpa by Helicopter 

 

 

I have reviewed the methods proposed by Treesafe and am convinced that they are 

appropriate to protect the wall.  Any subsequent visit to dispose of the stump should 

only be conducted when the ground conditions are dry, and access is limited to 

wheeled or rubber tracked machinery only. 

 

Further to the proposed methodology the project archaeologist should observe the 

removal of the macrocarpa to assess the ability of the proposed protective measures 

for any future removals that maybe made in similar circumstances. 

 

 

Remove Macrocarpa by Crane 

 

I have reviewed the methods proposed by Treesafe and am convinced that they are 

appropriate to protect the wall.  The proposed works should only be  conducted when 

the ground conditions are dry, and access is limited to wheeled or rubber tracked 

machinery only (this includes the use of the 13.5 tonne excavator as proposed). 
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Further to the proposed methodology the project archaeologist should observe the 

removal of the macrocarpa to assess the ability of the proposed protective measures 

for any future removals that maybe made in similar circumstances. 

 

 

 

 

Nga mihi 

 

 
 

Brent Druskovich  


